
FACILITY VISIT 
Facility Name: PLATTE COUNTY DAYCARE/KIDS KASTLE Date: 06/09/2020 Time: 09:45

Provider: __________ Certificate #: 000276 Phone: 307-322-4360

Address: 567 GILCHRIST City: Wheatland

Facility Type:  ___ FCCH ___ FCCC X CCC 

Comments/TA Provided:

Virtual unannounced visit. Initial call placed at 9:05, Nicole was making breakfast and it was an inconvenient time for
a call. She asked the Licenser to call back at 9:45, that was done. The visit was held with Director Ronda and Assistant
Director Nicole. No new staff, TB documentation verified for the minor who is on staff. The Licenser verified the
minor's training on STARS all is complete. Ronda advised CPR/FA has been completed but they are still waiting for
the new cards. 2 infants are now enrolled in the facility since 6/1. Ronda said both of the infants belong to essential
workers who needed care. The infants are 9 -11 months old. Checked infant sleeping area, pack and play floors are
velcroed down. discussed no blankets in the infant beds as TA. 33 children in care today, divided into 3 groups with 4
staff, all ratios are compliant. 2 additional staff are on site. Checked the rooms in use and the bathrooms. Children are
going outside daily. The play ground surfacing is being kept loosened around the slide. The playground was viewed
from inside the facility, video was lost when outside. Discussed arrival, screening, hand washing and sanitizing
procedures. Ronda said there was one child who broke a fever during the day yesterday, he was taken to the Dr. and
diagnosed with strep throat. There have been no other sick children. Ronda said she has contacted public health with
questions when she had them. No concerns or follow-up needed.
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